 Abstract-Algorithms using content-based patterns to segment moving regions at the macroblock (MB) level have exhibited good potential for improved coding efficiency when embedded into the H.264 standard as an extra mode. The content-based pattern generation (CPG) algorithm provides local optimal result as only one pattern can be optimally generated from a given set of moving regions. But, it failed to provide optimal results for multiple patterns from entire sets. Obviously, a global optimal solution for clustering the set and then generation of multiple patterns enhances the performance farther. But a global optimal solution is not achievable due to the non-polynomial nature of the clustering problem. In this paper, we propose a nearoptimal content-based pattern generation (OCPG) algorithm which outperforms the existing approach. Coupling OCPG, generating a set of patterns after clustering the MBs into several disjoint sets, with a direct pattern selection algorithm by allowing all the MBs in multiple pattern modes outperforms the existing pattern-based coding when embedded into the H.264.
I. INTRODUCTION
IDEO coding standards such as H.263 [1] and MPEG-2 [2] introduced block-based motion estimation (ME) and motion compensation (MC) to improve coding performance by capturing various motions in a small area (for example, a 88 block). However, they are inefficient while coding at low bit rate due to their inability to exploit intra-block temporal redundancy (ITR). Figure 1 shows that objects can partly cover a block, leaving highly redundant information in successive frames as background is almost static in colocated blocks. Inability to exploit ITR results in the entire 1616-pixel macroblock (MB) being coded with ME&MC regardless of whether there are moving objects in the MB. The latest video coding standard H.264 [3] has introduced tree-structured variable block size ME & MC from 1616-pixel down to 44-pixel to approximate various motions more accurately within a MB. We empirically observed in [4] that while coding head-and-shoulder type video sequences at low bit rate, more than 70% of the MBs were never partitioned into smaller blocks by the H.264 that would otherwise be at a high bit-rate. In [5] , it has been further demonstrated that the partitioning actually depends upon the extent of motion and quantization parameter (QP): for low motion video, 67% (with low QP) to 85% (with high QP) of MBs are not further partitioned; for high motion video, the range is 26% to 64%. It can be easily observed that the possibility of choosing smaller block sizes diminishes as the target bit-rate is lowered. Consequently, coding efficiency improvement due to the variable blocks can no longer be realized for a low bit rate as larger blocks have to be chosen in most cases to keep the bit-rate in check but at the expense of inferior shape and motion approximation. Recently, many researchers [6] - [12] have successfully introduced other forms of block partitioning to approximate the shape of a moving region more accurately to improve the compression efficiency. Chen et al. [6] extended the variable block size ME&MC method to include additional four partitions each with one L-shaped and one square segment to achieve improvement in picture quality. One of the limitations of segmenting MBs with rectangular/square shape building blocks as done in the method with variable block size and in [6] is that the partitioning boundaries cannot always approximate arbitrary shapes of moving objects efficiently.
Hung et al. [7] and Divorra et al. [8] [9] independently addressed this limitation with the variable block size ME&MC by introducing additional wedge-like partitions where a MB is segmented using a straight line modelled by two parameters: orientation angle  and distance  from the centre of the MB. A very limited case with only four partitions (  {0, 45, 90, 135} and  = 0) was reported by Fukuhara et al. [10] even before the introduction of variable block size ME&MC for low bit rate video coding. Chen et al. [11] and Kim et al. [12] improved compression efficiency further with implicit block segmentation (IBS) and thus avoided explicit encoding of the segmentation information. In both cases the segmentation of the current MB can be generated by the encoder and decoder using previously coded frames only. But none of these techniques, including the H.264 standard, allows for encoding a block-partitioned segment by skipping ME&MC. Consequently they use unnecessary bits to encode almost zero motion vectors with perceptually insignificant residual errors for the background segment. These bits are quite valuable at low bit rate that could otherwise be spent wisely for encoding residual errors in perceptually significant segments. Note that the H.264 standard acknowledges the penalty of extra bits used by the motion vectors by imposing rate-distortion optimisation in motion search to keep the length of the motion vector smaller and disallowing B-frames which require two motion vectors, in the Baseline profile used widely in video conferencing and mobile applications.
Pattern-based video coding (PVC) initially proposed by Wong et al. [13] and later extended by Paul et al. [14] [15] used 8 and 32 pre-defined regular-shaped binary rectangular and non-rectangular pattern templates respectively to segment the moving region in a MB to exploit the ITR. Note that a pattern template is a size of 16×16 positions (i.e., similar to a MB size) with 64 '1's and 192 '0's. The bestmatched moving region of a MB with a pattern template (see in Figure 1 ) through an efficient similarity measure estimates the motion, compensates the residual error using only pattern covered-region (i.e., only 64 pixels among 256 pixels), and ignores the remaining region (which is copied from the reference block) of the MB from signalling any bits for motion vector and residual errors. Successful pattern matching can, therefore, theoretically attain maximum compression ratio of 4:1 for a MB as the size of the pattern is 64-pixel. The actual compression however will be lower due to the overheads of identifying this special type of MB as well as the best matched pattern for it and the matching error for approximating the moving region using the pattern. An example of pattern approximation using pre-defined thirty two patterns [14] for Miss America video sequence is shown in Figure 2 . As the objects in video sequences are widely varied, not necessarily the moving region is well-matched with any predefined regular-shape pattern template. Intuitively, an efficient coding is possible if the moving region is encoded using the pattern templates generated from the content of the video sequences. Very recently, Paul and Murshed [16] proposed a content-based pattern generation (CPG) algorithm to generate eight patterns from the given moving regions. The PVC using those generated patterns outperformed the H.264 (i.e., baseline profile) and the existing PVC by 1.0dB and 0.5dB respectively [16] for head-shoulder type video sequences. They also mathematically proved that this pattern generation technique is optimal if only one pattern would be generated for a given division of moving regions. Thus, they got a local optimal solution as they could generate single pattern rather than multiple patterns. But for efficient coding, multiple patterns are necessary for different shape of moving regions.
It is obvious that a global optimal solution improves the pattern generation process for multiple patterns, and hence, eventually the coding efficiency. A global optimal solution can be achieved if we are able to divide the entire moving regions optimally. But, this problem is a non polynomial (NP-complete) problem, as no clustering techniques provide optimal clusters. In this paper, we propose a heuristic to find the near-optimal clusters and apply local optimal CPG algorithm on each cluster to get the near global optimal solution.
Moreover, the existing PVC used a pre-defined threshold to reduce the number of MBs coded using patterns to control the computational complexity as it requires extra ME cost. It is experimentally observed that any fixed threshold for different video sequences may overlook some potential MBs from the pattern mode [15] . Obviously, eliminating this threshold by allowing all MBs to be motion estimated and compensated using patterns and finally selected by the Lagrangian optimization function will provide better ratedistortion performance by increasing computational time. To reduce the computational complexity we assume the already known motion vector of the H.264 in pattern mode, which may degrade the performance. But the net performance gain would outweigh this.
As the best pattern selection process solely relies on the similarity measures, it is not guaranteed that the best pattern will always result in maximum compression and better quality, which also depends on the residual errors after quantization and Lagrangian multiplier. This paper also exploits to introduce additional pattern modes that select the pattern in order of similarity ranking. Furthermore, a new Lagrangian multiplier is also determined as the pattern modes provide relatively less bits and slightly higher distortion compared to the other modes of the H.264. The experimental results confirm that this new scheme successfully improves the rate-distortion performance compared to the existing PVC as well as the H.264.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides the background of the content-based PVC techniques including collection of moving regions & generation of pattern templates, and encoding & decoding of PVC using content-based patterns. Section III illustrates the proposed approach including optimal pattern generation technique and its parameter settings. Section IV discusses the computational complexity of the proposed technique. Section V presents the experimental set up along with the comparative performance results. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. CONTENT-BASED PVC ALGORITHM
The PVC with a set of content-based patterns termed as pattern codebook performs in two phases. In first phase moving regions are collected from the given number of frames and pattern codebook is generated from those MRs using the CPG algorithm [15] . In the second phase, actual coding is taken place using the generated pattern codebook.
A. Collection of moving regions and Generation of pattern codebook
The moving region in a current MB is defined based on the number of pixels whose intensities are different from the corresponding pixels of the reference MB. The moving region M of a MB Ω in the current frame is obtained using the co-located MB ω in the reference frame [13] as follows:
where Θ is a 33 unit matrix for the morphological closing operation denoted by  [17] , which is applied to reduce noise, and the thresholding function T(v) = 1 if v > 2 (i.e., the said pixel intensity difference is bigger than 2 grey levels) and 0 otherwise. Let
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M be the total number of 1's in the
where QP is the quantization parameter, the corresponding MB, i.e., Ω will participate in the pattern generation process as it has a reasonable number of moving pixels to be covered by a 64-pixel '1's in a pattern so that high matching error is avoided. The binary moving region map of Ω is used in the pattern generation process as the representative of Ω. The MB with moving region is named as candidate region-active MB (CRMB). We have assumed that if the number of '1's in a CRMB is too low or too high, the corresponding MB is not suitable to be encoded by the pattern mode, and thus, we don't include these CRMBs in the pattern generation process that is to be described next. In the proposed technique, if the number of '1's is less than 8 (same as in [13] ), the MB has very low movement so that it can be encoded as skipped block. On the other hand, if the total number of '1's is more than 64+2QP/3, the MB has very high motion so that it can be encoded using standard H.264 modes. Obviously, more MBs are encoded using the pattern mode at low bit rates compared to high bit rates. Thus, we also relate the upperbound threshold with QP to regulate the number of CRMBs with different bit rates.
Once all such CRMBs are collected for a certain number of consecutive frames, decided by the rate-distortion optimizer [18] when the rate-distortion gain outweighs the overhead of encoding the shape of new patterns, these are divided into  sets to generate patterns. In order to generate patterns with minimal overlapping, a simpler greedy heuristic is employed where these CRMBs are divided into  clusters such that the average distance among the gravitational centres of CRMBs within a cluster is small while the same among the centres of CRMBs taken from different clusters is large. The CPG algorithm generates -pixel pattern for a cluster by the -most-frequent pixels among all the CRMBs in the cluster.
B. Encoding and Decoding of PVC using Content-based Pattern Codebook
The Lagrangian multiplier [19] [20] is used to trade off between the quality of the compressed video and the bit rate generated for different modes. In this method, the Lagrangian multiplier, λ is calculated with an empirical formula using the selected QP for every MB in the H.264 [18] as follows:
(2) During the encoding process, all possible modes including the pattern mode are first motion estimated and compensated for each MB, and the resultant rates and the distortions are determined. The final mode m is selected as follows:
where
is the total bits for mode i m , including mode type, motion vectors, extra pattern index code for pattern mode, and residual error after quantization, while
is measured as the sum of square difference between the original MB and the corresponding reconstructed MB for mode i m .
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM As mentioned earlier, the CPG algorithm can generate an optimal pattern from given moving regions but there is no guarantee to generate optimal multiple patterns from the entire given set of moving regions. For simplicity it uses a clustering technique which divides the moving regions into  clusters to generate  patterns. Thus, it is obvious that the performance of CPG also depends on the efficiency of clustering technique. As aforementioned, a clustering problem is a NP-complete problem and thus, a global optimization algorithm would be computationally unworkable. We propose a heuristic which can solve this problem near-optimally.
A. Optimal Content-based Pattern Generation algorithm
Without losing any generality, we can assume that an optimal clustering technique with the CPG algorithm can provide optimal pattern codebook. We can define an optimal codebook, if each moving region is best-matched by the pattern which is generated from the cluster of that moving region. Suppose that an optimal clustering technique divides the CRMBs into clusters C 1 , C 2 , ...C α . If the pattern P i is generated from the C i , i.e., )
and the pattern P j is selected as the best matched pattern for the moving region
then P i and P j will be same for an optimal pattern codebook, and ^ represents the AND operation.
In the actual coding phase, a CRMB of a cluster can be approximated by the following two approaches: the pattern generated from its corresponding cluster or the best matched-pattern from the pattern codebook irrespective of its clusters. The first approach is termed as direct pattern selection and later approach is exhaustive pattern selection.
The correct classification rate, , can be defined as the fraction of the number of CRMBs matched by the pattern using direct pattern selection against entire CRMBs. Due to the overlapped regions of the patterns, there is a probability to better approximate a CRMB with a pattern generated other than its cluster. Obviously the probability of  will increase with the number of patterns in a codebook due to the better similarity between moving region and the corresponding pattern. Moreover, a small number of patterns cannot better approximate the CRMBs, as a result there is always a possibility of ignoring a CRMB using the pattern mode, if only the extracted pattern from a cluster is used to match against the CRMBs of the same cluster. Thus, this system requires reasonable number of patterns. On the other hand, we can called a CPG algorithm as the globally optimal one if it produces a pattern set in such a way that each CRMB is best-similarity-matched by the pattern which is generated from its own cluster, i.e., the value of  is 100%. We can define  as follows where CRMBs indicates the total number of CRMBs:
where P i and P j are selected from equations (4) and (5) respectively. When  = 100%, we get the optimal solution using clustering and the CPG algorithm. To do this we need to modify the CPG algorithm where a generic clustering technique using pattern similarity metric as a part of this algorithm. The dissimilarity of a CRMB against a pattern, P n is defined as: . ) (
where, M and P n are the CRMB and the n-th pattern respectively. The best-matched pattern is selected using (5). Unlike the CPG, optimal CPG (OCPG) (detailed in Figure   3 ) performs clustering and pattern formation until  is 100% in each iteration. For a seed pattern codebook, it ensures that each CRMB will be best-matched by a pattern generated from its own cluster, i.e., the clustering process is optimum. However, it does not guarantee the global optimality of clustering because of trapping in local optima. To ensure the global optimality we need to determine average dissimilarity For one random start, we will get a candidate global solution for a seed codebook. There would be multiple solutions for given moving regions. When the search space is really large and there is no suitable algorithm to find the optimum solution, k-change neighbourhood may be considered as a k-Optimal solution [21] . Lin and Kernighan [22] empirically found that a 3-Optimal solution for the 6. WHILE (<100) 7.
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For y = 0,…, 15 10. ; 1   k k travelling salesman problem has a probability of about 0.05 of being not optimal, and hence 100 random starts yields the optimum with a probability of 0.99. Lin and Kernighan also demonstrated that a 3-Optimal solution is much better than a 2-Optimal solution; however, a 4-Optimal solution is not sufficiently superior to a 3-Optimal solution to justify the additional computational cost. In our approach we also use 100 random starts and replace 3-pixel in each pattern to get the optimal solution. We terminate each iteration of a random start when either the average dissimilarity is not reduced in successive iteration or  = 100%. Thus, OCPG ensures convergence by providing near-optimal solutions.
The main advantage of this global OCPG approach over the local CPG approach is that it takes whole moving region information to cluster the CRMB against the pattern (instead of a gravitational centre of a CRMB [15] ). Moreover, multiple iterations ensure the quality of pattern codebook to represent the CRMBs and this approach does not require exhaustive pattern matching so that it reduces the computational time needed to select the best-match pattern from a codebook against each CRMB. Figure 4 shows the way to generate a pattern using the proposed OCPG algorithm. Figure 4 
B. Impact of OCPG algorithm on Correct Classification
Rate , Dissimilarity , and Number of Iterations Figure 5 shows average number of iterations needed for each random start to provide  = 100% using ten standard QCIF video sequences. The average is 9.73 per random start, would be much lower if we use seed patterns for each start. But the seed pattern may bias towards the seed pattern shape. Figure 6 shows the 32 patterns used in [14] [15] . To generate the arbitrary number of patterns using definition, certain features are assumed for each 64-pixel pattern such that each is regular (i.e., bounded by straight lines), clustered (i.e., the pixels are connected), and boundaryadjoined. Since the moving region of a MB is normally a part of a rigid object, the clustered and boundary-adjoined features of a pattern can be easily justified, while the regularity feature is added to limit the pattern codebook size. P2  P3  P4  P5  P6  P7  P8   P9  P10  P11  P12  P13  P14  P15  P16   P17  P18  P19  P20  P21  P22  P23  P24   P25  P26  P27  P28  P29 P30 P31 P32 Figure 6 : The pattern codebook of 32 regular-shape, 64-pixel patterns, defined in 1616 blocks, where the white region represents 1 (motion) and black region represents 0 (no motion). Figure 7 shows some example patterns from the seven test sequences. It is interesting to note the lack of similarity between the pattern sets for each of the sequences. The patterns cover different regions of a MB to ensure the maximum pattern coded MBs form maximum compression. It should also be noted that of the three fundamental pixelbased assumptions, which apply to any predefined codebook, only regularity has been relaxed, while the clustering and boundary-adjoined conditions are adhered to in most cases. This relaxation is one of the main reasons for the superior coding efficiency achieved by the arbitrary shaped patterns. It is clear that the coding performance will decrease with the group of frames participated in the pattern formation process of the proposed OCPG algorithm as the generated PC is gradually approximating the shape of the CRMBs. This process imposes restriction on the group of frames size. Thus, we need to refresh the pattern codebook with a regular interval. As shown by experiments, the group of picture (GOP) size would be good candidate to test whether we need to refresh the codebook. The detailed procedure of pattern codebook refreshment and transmission will be described in the Sub-section D. 
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C. Clustering Techniques
The CPG algorithm uses K-means clustering technique [23] where it uses gravitational centre of the CRMBs to cluster them. The average value of  is at best 70% using the CPG algorithm. It is due to the gravitational centre which represents all the 256 pixels with a point. We also investigate Fuzzy C-means [24] [25] clustering technique, but the results is almost the same. Neural network is not a good candidate due to the computational complexity. It is interesting to note that the performance of the proposed OCPG algorithm does not depend on any specific clustering algorithm because whatever a clustering algorithm used is merely to generate only seed codebook and subsequently the process converges quickly with our pattern similarity matching algorithm.
D. Pattern Codebook Refreshing and Coding
For content based pattern generation, we need to transmit the pattern codebook after a certain interval. To determine whether we need to transmit the newly generated codebook or continue with the current one, we consider the bits and distortions generated with both the current and the previous pattern codebooks. The GOP [26] may be the best choice as after a GOP we need to send a fresh Intra picture in the bitstream. Note that this GOP may be different from the group of frames used for codebook generation. To trade off the bitstream size and quality we can use Lagrangian optimization function as it is used to control the ratedistortion performance. Here we consider average distortion and bits per MB in both cases. We select the current codebook if it provides less Lagrangian cost compared to the previous one.
From the experimental results we observe that around 2 to 4 times we need to refresh arbitrary patterns while we use first 100 frames of the seven standard QCIF video sequences (same as those used in Figure 7 ) as illustrated in Figure 9 . The figure also shows that the number of transmission increases with the bit rate because almost fixed amount of bits for pattern transmission has significant contribution in rate-distortion optimization at the low bit rate but has insignificant contribution at relatively high bit rates. Note that 5 times in refreshment mean that we need to refresh the pattern codebook in all GOP in our experiments. For pattern codebook transmission we have divided each pattern (i.e., 16×16 pixel binary MB) into four 8×8 blocks and then applied zero-run length coding. The zero-run length will be 0 to 63 as the total number of elements in a block are 64. We have used Huffman coding to assign variable length codes for each combination. The length of codes varies from 2 to 14 bits for the length of 0 to 63. But we have treated the length of 64 (i.e., all are zeros) as a special case, and thus we assign it with two bits as well. As for the variable length codes, one can easily generate them from the frequencies of the zero-run lengths using Huffman coding, so we don't include the whole table in this paper. From the experimental results, for eight patterns with each of 64 '1's requires 518 bits on average. On the other hand, if we use fixed length coding for the positions of '1's in a pattern we need 4096 bits to transmit eight patterns with 64 '1's (i.e., 8×64×8 = 4096 bits).
E. Multiple Pattern Modes and Allowance of all MBs as
CRMBs As we mentioned in Introduction, the best pattern selection process relying on the similarity measures does not guarantee that the best pattern would always result in coding efficiency because of residual errors after quantization and the choice of Lagrangian multiplier. To address this we use multiple pattern modes that select the pattern in the order of similarity. Since the similarity measure is a good estimator, we only consider higher ranked patterns. Eliminating the CRMB classification threshold for
by allowing all MBs to be motion estimated and compensated using pattern modes and finally selected by the Lagrangian optimization function, provides better rate-distortion performance. Obviously this increases the computational complexity which is checked by using already known motion vector determined by the 1616 mode.
F. Encoding and decoding in the Proposed Technique
In the proposed technique -near-global-optimal arbitrarily shaped PVC (ASPVC-Global) uses a pattern codebook that comprises eight patterns with 64 pixels as '1'. Note that a pattern is a 16×16 binary MB with 64 positions are marked as '1' and the rest of the positions are marked as '0'. The proposed OCPG technique is generic to form any pixel-size patterns (for example 64 as used in the experiment, 128, or 192) with any number of patterns (for example 2, 4, 8 as used in the experiment, 16, 32) in a codebook. We have investigated into different combinations of pixels and patterns, but found that the eight 64-pixel patterns are the best pattern codebook in terms of rate-distortion and computational performance using different video sequences. We have used fixed length codes (i.e., 3 bits) to identify each pattern in the proposed technique. Note that we have also encoded the pattern mode using finer quantization. In the implementation we have used QP pattern = QP -2, where QP is used for the other standard modes. The rationality of the finer quantization is that as the pattern mode requires fewer bits compared to the other modes, we can easily spend more bits in coding residual errors by lowering quantization. The final mode decision is taken place by the Lagrangian optimizer.
Before encoding a GOP a new pattern codebook is generated using all frames of the GOP. Then encode that GOP using the new codebook and the previous codebook (if there is one, for the first GOP there is no previous codebook). We have selected the bitsstream based on the minimum cost function (using Equation (3) with new Lagrangian Multiplier (see Sub-section V A)) using the average bits and distortion (sum of square difference) per MB.
As mentioned earlier, we have used the motion vector of the 16×16 mode as the pattern mode motion vector to avoid computational time requirement of ME. Only the patterncovered residual error (i.e., region marked as '1' in the pattern template) is encoded and the rest of the regions are copied from the motion translated region of the reference frame. To encode a pattern-covered region, we need four 4×4-pixel sub-blocks (as 64 '1's in a pattern) for DCT transformation. Using the existing shape of the pattern (for example, the first pattern in the Miss America video sequence in Figure 7 ), we may need more than four 4×4-pixel blocks for DCT transformation. To avoid this, we need to rearrange the 64 positions before transformation so that we don't need more than four blocks. Inverse arrangement is performed in the decoder with the corresponding pattern index, and thus we don't lose any information.
In the decoder we can determine the pattern mode and the particular pattern from the MB type and pattern index codes respectively. From the transmitted pattern codebook, we also know the shape of the patterns i.e., the positions of '1's and '0's. After inversely arranging the residual errors according to the pattern, we reconstruct the MB of the current frame by adding residual error with the motion translated MB of the reference frame.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF OCPG ALGORITHM
In order to determine the computational complexity of the proposed ASPVC-Global algorithm, let us compare it with the H.264 standard. From now on, previous content-based PVC is named as ASPVC-Local [16] . The H.264 encodes each MB with motion search for each mode. When the proposed ASPVC-Global scheme is embedded into the H.264 as an extra mode, additional one-fourth motion search is required per MB as the pattern size is a quarter of a macroblock. Each macroblock takes part in the the proposed OCPG algorithm and the best pattern is selected at the end. For detailed analysis of the proposed OCPG algorithm is described as follows.
We can divide the entire process into i) Binary matrix calculation, ii) clustering and correct classification rate  calculation, iii) pixel frequency calculation of each cluster, and iv) sorting the pixels based on the frequency. Let N, , M 2 , k, and I be the total number of MBs, total number of cluster, block size, total number of random starts, and number of iterations for  = 100%, respectively, and then: where K is the total number of iterations including the number of random starts and the associated inner-loop iterations. On the other hand, motion search using any mode requires Compared to the fractional as well as multi-mode motion search this extra operation does not restrict it from real time operations. The experimental results also show that maximum of dissimilarity is within 7% of the minimum dissimilarity of 100 random starts. It means that if we consider only one start, we only lose 7% of clustering accuracy. Thus, according to the availability of computing power or hardware, we can make the proposed OCPG efficient by reducing the number of random starts. The experimental results show that with only 5 random starts we can achieve very similar performance of optimal one and much better than the existing approach. The OCPG with 5 random starts and 9.73 iterations for  = 100% requires no more than 30% of more operations compared to the full motion search using a mode where search range is 15 pixels.
For multiple pattern modes, the ASPVC-Global needs only bit and distortion calculation without ME. The ME, irrespective of a scene's complexity, typically comprises more than 60% of the computational overhead required to encode an inter picture with a software codec using the DCT [27] [28] , when full search is used. Thus, maximum of 10% operations are needed for one pattern mode as each pattern mode will process one-fourth of the MB. As a result, the ASPVC-Global algorithm using 5 random starts and up to four pattern modes may requires extra 0.58 of a mode ME&MC operations compared to the H.264 which would not be a problem in real time processing.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Integration with H.264 Coder
To accommodate extra pattern modes in the H.264 video coding standard for testing, we need to modify its bitstream structure and Lagrangian multiplier. For inclusion of pattern mode we change the header information for MB type, pattern identification code, and shape of patterns. Inclusion of pattern mode also demands modification of the Lagrangian multiplier as the pattern mode is biased to bits rather than distortion. The H.264 recommendation document [3] provided binarization for MB and sub-MB in P and SP slices. Experimental results show that in most of the cases the 88 mode is less frequent compared to the larger modes. Thus we use first part of the MB type header for the pattern mode using '001' code and then assign variable length codes for pattern modes, 88, 84, 48, and 44. Using the frequency of MB type, we assigned the pattern modes, 88, 84, 48, and 44 as '0', '10', '111', '1100', and '1101', respectively. After the header of MB type we need to send the pattern type with the maximum length of codes as log 2 (number of pattern templates) when fixed length pattern codes will be used. For example, when we use eight patterns in a codebook, we use 3 bits for the pattern code. The pattern code will identify the particular pattern. At the beginning of a GOP we transmit the codebook if necessary. We use one bit to indicate whether a new codebook is transmitting.
We also investigate into Lagrangian multiplier after embedding new pattern modes in the H.264 coder. It is already mentioned earlier that a new pattern mode yields less bits and sometimes higher distortion compared to the standard H.264 modes. To be fair with the other modes, the value of multiplier is reduced to . The experimental results of Lagrangian multiplier and ratedistortion performance have justified the new valuation. As the pattern modes require fewer bits compared to the 1616 mode, the reduced  signifies less importance in bits compared to the distortion in the minimization of Lagrangian cost function. We have also observed that for a given , the generated QP is slightly large for relatively high motion compared to the smooth motion video sequences.
B. Experiments and Results
In this paper, experimental results are presented using nine standard video sequences with wide range of motions (i.e., smooth to high motions) and resolutions (QCIF to 4CIF) [26] . Among them, three (Miss America, Foreman, and Table Tennis ) are QCIF (176×144), one (Football) is SIF (352×240), two (Paris and Silent) are CIF (352×288), and other two (Susie and Popple) are 4CIF (720×576). Fullsearch ME with 15 as the search range and fractional accuracy has been employed. We have selected a number of existing techniques to compare with the proposed one. They are the H.264 (as it is the state-of-the-art video coding standard), the ASPVC-Local [16] (as it is the latest block partitioning coding technique with arbitrarily shaped patterns), the IBS [12] (as it is the latest block partitioning video coding technique), and the PVC [15] (as it is the latest block partitioning technique using pre-defined patterns). Figure 10 shows some decoded frames for visual viewing comparison by the H.264, the IBS [12] , the ASPVC-Local [16] , PVC [15] , and the proposed techniques. The 21 st frame of Silent sequence is shown as an example. They are encoded using 0.171, 0.171, 0.160, 0.136, and 0.136 bits per pixel (bpp) and resulting in 32.77, 32.77, 32.75, 34.57, and 35.07 dB in Y-PSNR respectively. Better visual quality can be observed in the decoded frame constructed by the proposed technique at the fingers areas. Apart from the best PSNR result by the proposed technique, subjective viewing has also confirmed the quality improvement. From the viewing tests with 10 people, the decoded video by the proposed scheme is with the best subjective quality. It is due to the fact that the proposed method performs well in the pattern-covered moving areas, and the bit saving for partially skipped blocks (i.e., exploiting more of intra-block temporal redundancy) compared to the other methods. Thus the quality of the moving areas (i.e., area comprising objects) is better in the proposed method. Table 1 shows rate-distortion performance for a fixed bit rate using different algorithms for different video sequences. The table reveals that the proposed algorithm outperforms the relevant existing algorithms such as H.264, the IBS [12] , the ASPVC-Local [16] , and the PVC [15] by 2.2, 2.0, 1.5, and 0.5 dB respectively. Figure 11 shows overall rate-distortion performance for wide range of bit rates using different types of video sequences (in terms of motion and resolution) by the H.264, the IBS [12] , the ASPVC-Local [16] , the PVC [15] , and the proposed techniques. For all cases, the proposed technique outperforms the state-of-arts techniques. The proposed technique outperforms the most recent PVC technique [15] by at least 0.5 dB for almost all video sequences with wide range of bit rates. The proposed technique exhibits better performance due to the global optimization, allowing all MBs into multiple pattern generation and pattern modes, and spending more bits in pattern mode.
The performance of the proposed technique as well as other pattern-based video coding may not perform better significantly compared to the H.264 at high bit rates as the number of MBs encoded by the pattern-mode may diminish. It is due to the dominancy of the smaller modes of the variable block size over pattern mode. It may also fail if the video sequences have extremely high motion. It is due to the smaller amount of intra-block temporal redundancy available in MBs in such situations. After all, the proposed technique is good at low bit rates by the nature of its theoretical ground and it has been demonstrated above that its objectives have been achieved. VI. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we have proposed an efficient video coding technique using arbitrarily shaped block partitions in global optimal perspective, for low bit rates. The proposed scheme uses a content-based pattern generation strategy in the globally optimal perspective, based upon multiple pattern modes. A Lagrangian multiplier has been derived to embed the pattern mode into the H.264. We have verified the effectiveness of the proposed technique by comparing other contemporary and relevant algorithms. The experimental results show that this new scheme improves the video quality by 0.5dB and 1.5dB compared to the existing latest pattern-based video coding and the H.264 standard respectively.
